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Abstract
During the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's (NASA) Human
Exploration Rover Challenge (HERC), there is an evident difficulty when it comes to
communication between a team’s pit crew and riders out on the course during the
competition. With the creation and implementation of a communication system, it will be
easier for pit crews to see how the riders are progressing through the course, as well as relay
any important information between them. To create this, GoPro cameras, their live streaming
technology, and walkie-talkies with headsets were utilized and integrated with the buggies,
keeping competition and safety requirements in consideration, as well as the total efficiency
of the system.
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Introduction
Every year, NASA hosts a competition for high school and university students from
countries all around the world. During this, students create a man-powered rover, similar in
style to the one astronauts used to traverse the lunar surface during the Apollo missions,
which will then be used to navigate an obstacle course simulating the Lunar and Martian
surfaces. Teams are expected to complete this half-mile long course in 8 minutes or less,
which means some obstacles might need to be bypassed in order to finish within the time
limit. Communication between the riders and the pit crew to determine how much time is
remaining and which obstacles should be skipped requires immediate communication,
something that is currently rather difficult to do. In the NASA HERC handbook, it is stated
that while teammates cannot follow the rover and riders around the course, they can be
placed near certain locations per staff discretion [1]. This method is not completely ideal,
seeing how every stationed member must be perfectly synced up to effectively relay
information to the riders, who at the time might be rushing past the location or unable to fully
hear their teammate. Due to these reasons, a communication system that allows the riders and
pit crew to easily communicate without a large amount of delay is needed, such as the UAH
Moonbuggy Communication Module.

System Requirements
For the NASA competition, there are no official rules about a communication system
since it is not a requirement for the creation of the moonbuggies. However, they do mention
that they are allowed, as long as one of the riders can still hear ambient noises and
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instructions from judges along the course [1]. Any wires or other loose objects must also be
secured to avoid getting caught in any moving parts of the buggy, injuring the riders, and to
also comply with competition rules. Since riders will be needing to control their
moonbuggies, there needs to be a hands-free, or mostly hands-free aspect to the system, such
as walkie-talkies with earpieces. There also needs to be a way for the pit crew to keep track
of the location of the riders throughout the course, so either a camera with live streaming
capabilities, a GPS tracker, or both, might be utilized. One last thing to consider is that since
the course is a half-mile long, Bluetooth for either cameras or GPS trackers would be
ineffective as its range is typically 30 feet. Other methods of wireless connection must be
considered, including bringing a phone with the riders to which the live streaming camera
can connect to and stream from. With all these requirements in place, research and basic
designs for the communication system can begin.

Background Research and Product Choices
Some research was conducted prior to the selection of the products that would be utilized
in the system to make it effective both functionally and cost-wise. One of the main concerns
that needed to be addressed with this research was how the location of the moonbuggy and
the riders were going to be tracked. One consideration was attaching a GPS tracker, such as a
Tile chip for example, to the buggy and having the pit crew remotely track it from their
location. This method had a few issues, however, since as mentioned before with the
requirements, the distance that Bluetooth can reach is 30 feet, and most GPS trackers of
reasonable size to attach to the moonbuggy only use Bluetooth connectivity. Another issue is
5

the accuracy of these products. Since the obstacle course is only half a mile long, finding the
location of the buggy along it requires very high accuracy, something most GPS trackers
cannot give as they are typically accurate to about 3 meters (roughly 10 feet) [2]. This means
that while the tracker might be reading that the riders are currently at one obstacle, they could
most likely be two obstacles ahead already. Their update speed could also be problematic, as
the average refresh rate is between 30 and 60 seconds [3], which as stated before, means that
while the tracker says the buggy and riders are at one obstacle, they could be two obstacles
ahead. Because of these issues, the idea of attaching a GPS tracker to the moonbuggy was
scrapped.
With the idea of using a GPS tracker scrapped, using a camera to essentially live-stream
the buggy going around the course was the next best option. However, determining what type
of camera to use was another issue that needed to be researched. Cellular trail cams, Ring
doorbell cameras, and even wireless security cameras were considered, as well as GoPro
cameras, all of which have some version of a live feed video that can be streamed and viewed
by the pit crew. One difficulty that arises with live streaming with these different types of
cameras is that they all need an internet connection, whether it be through wi-fi or cellular
data. Tests on the internet connection reliability and speed throughout various parts of the
obstacle course at the U.S. Space and Rocket Center. As seen in Figure 1, the ability to
connect to and the strength of the Wi-Fi connection varies along the obstacle course. The
colored circles represent how easy it is to connect to the Wi-Fi, with green meaning that it is
easy to connect to, red meaning that no connection is available, and yellow meaning that
there is a signal, but there is difficulty staying connected to it.
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Figure 1. Wi-Fi Connection Along the Obstacle Course
Internet speed tests were also conducted to see if it would be possible to live stream using
the available Wi-Fi at the center. Pit crews would be able to view the live stream videos with
download speeds averaging 2.73 Megabytes per second (Mbps), but upload speeds averaged
1.76 Mbps, well below the recommended speed of at least 5 Mbps. Dropped frames and
buffering could occur due to this, which leads to unreliable streams and location updates.
Data coverage was also tested throughout the obstacle course, showing that at least 4 bars of
4G would be available in all areas, especially along the backstretch of the course where Wi-fi
was not available. Because of this, it was determined that the cameras would have to be
connected to a phone’s hotspot, both of which will be attached to the moonbuggy.
After determining that cameras with live streaming capabilities would be used, the exact
type of camera needed to be decided. As stated before, cellular trail cameras and security
cameras were considered, but due to their bulky nature and difficulty attaching to the buggy,
they were ruled out. Ring doorbells were also ruled out, as it was brought up that they have a
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live feed video time cap of 10 minutes, which is cutting it close to how long riders and
buggies are out on the obstacle course. At the competition, teams are only given 8 minutes to
complete the course [1], and if the cameras start their live feed before the excursion starts,
there is a high chance that the feed could cut out before the rider’s finish. With these options
ruled out, and seeing the GoPro’s capability to live stream, its compact size, and ease of
attachment to the buggy, it only made sense to select a GoPro camera, specifically the Hero8
Black, as it offers the same features needed to stream while also being the cheapest choice.
After choosing a GoPro Hero8 Black camera to be used, more research on how to create
the live feed was done. These cameras are able to live stream to various platforms, such as
YouTube and Facebook, and even through the GoPro app. However, each platform brings its
own problems. While YouTube might seem to be the best option, as it has the easiest access
for anyone to view the stream, they require an account to have at least 50 subscribers before
they can live stream, something that, at the moment, the team does not have. However, if the
team’s account does reach the subscriber threshold in the future, this option may be
reconsidered. With Facebook, which is what the team will be using for the time being, there
is uncertainty about how the latency will affect the pit crew’s ability to accurately assess the
buggy’s location. During testing, it was determined that there was a 10 second latency,
which, after further research, was found to be typical among the different platforms. GoPro
also offers a live streaming feature on their phone app, which, however, is behind a paywall
as a subscription is required. This is not ideal at the current time, but if future teams are
interested and able to afford the subscription, it can also be reconsidered for use. Between
these, there is no “right” choice for a platform to use, but as of now, streaming to Facebook
on the team’s page will be used.
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For the riders and pit crew to have two-way communication, walkie-talkies with mostly
hands-free use will be utilized. Systems with earpieces were focused on as they made it
easier for riders to hear and speak to their teammates. While they still have to press a button
before speaking, they do not have to bring the entire walkie-talkie to their mouth, making this
communication process more efficient. Different types of walkie-talkies that have this
necessary equipment were researched, with the Retevis RT19 system being selected, which is
seen below in Figure 2. These rechargeable walkie-talkies offer not only an earpiece and a
compact size that allows them to be easily integrated with the rider and buggy, but they also
have a range of 0.5 to 1.5 miles, which is perfect for the size of the course being used.

Figure 2. Retevis Walkie-Talkie with Attached Headset

System Design and Integration
Once the products were selected, it was time to determine how they would be integrated
with the moonbuggies and used during the competition. GoPros offer a large variety of
9

mounts for their cameras, such as ones that attach to a helmet or the handlebars of a bicycle.
The gooseneck mount with the jaw clamp was selected to offer the camera a way to be
adjustable to work with the riders and not hinder them, as well as be removable in case it is
wanted to be used on a different buggy. As seen in Figures 3 and 4, the camera can be
attached in various locations depending on what the rider is comfortable with and has a large
field of view, which allows the pit crew to clearly see the progress of the excursion.
Setting up the GoPros to be able to live stream is a simple process. Their phone app,
GoPro Quik, connects the phone to the specific camera being used and can directly broadcast
the camera feed to the desired platform. This process of starting a live stream ends up being
very straightforward, because as soon as the camera is connected, users can select the live
stream option, connect to the desired streaming platform, and start sharing the feed. The
phone running the application must be in range to connect via Bluetooth to the camera, and,
since a mobile hotspot will also be used, as mentioned previously, this means the phone will
also be placed on the buggy. As certain task tools used during competition will be contained
on the moonbuggy using pockets on and around the seats, the phone can be assumed to also
be secured in one of those pockets.

Figure 3. Alternative Configurations for GoPro Mounted on the Moonbuggy
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Figure 4. Camera View While on the Buggy
Walkie-talkies offer a bit more of a challenge when being integrated with the buggies. As
per competition rules about not having any loose articles of clothing or shoestrings [1], it can
only be inferred that a similar rule can apply to the wires and earpiece that are on the walkietalkie. There are a few different options as to how it could be attached to the rider, such as
clipping it to them and securing it with tape or placing it with the phone in a pocket on the
back of a seat. All wires connecting the main walkie-talkie to the earpiece will be secured to
the rider. Also, as stated in the handbook, only one rider can use the communication system
to allow the other to hear any instructions from judges and other ambient noises as they travel
through the course. Since the system is not entirely hands-free, it has been decided that the
rider who is not in control of steering the moonbuggy will have the walkie-talkie attached to
them. These design choices are not permanent and can be changed as needed by the team to
make the work for them, which shows its adaptability to make it the most effective it can be.
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Conclusion
After various components and overall design considerations were made, a final version of
the communication system can now be integrated and utilized during practice and future
competitions. Being easy to use, training others to use the system will be quick and simple,
and its adaptability allows it to adjust for future use.
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